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Increasing Our Equity Consciousness 

How have our lived 

experiences shaped our 

beliefs, attitudes and 

biases about ourselves 

and others. 

Understand how forms 

of systemic oppression 

operate to advantage 

some groups and 

disadvantage others.



Our Mission 

Seeking Excellence

Define Excellence

Achieving Equity



Excellence Diversity

Excellence DiversityX

#greatmindsthinkdifferently 

Defining Excellence



At UCLA we want “the best”

We want to select based on merit*

*Meritocracy – a system in which the talented are chosen and 
moved ahead based on their achievement

We are smart people who know the best when we see it

Myth of Meritocracy
“-isms” 

&

Bias 

Defining Excellence



Holistic Review

A balance of experiences, 

attributes and academic (EAM) is

• Used to assess applicants with 

the intent of creating a richly 

diverse interview and selection 

pool and trainee class

• Applied equitably acre the 

entire candidate pool; and

• Grounded in data that provide 

evidence supporting the use of 

selection criteria beyond 

grades and test scores

Defining Excellence: Holistic Review
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My Conscious Mind

My Unconscious Mind

Explicit Bias

Implicit Bias

Everyone has it…..

Attitudes, thoughts or stereotypes that 

affect our understanding, actions and 

decisions in an unconscious manner; 

are involuntarily formed and are 

typically unknown to us
Informed by Identity, Experience               

& Exposures

What is Implicit Bias?



Implicit Bias: Leadership & Height 
(% CEO’s over 6’ tall)
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• Mental shortcuts

• Automatic

• Organize & 
categorize 
information

Implicit Bias and the Brain



Priming Associations 
Psychological phenomena in 

which an exposure to a stimulus 

is used to elicit an associated 

response.

Created and reinforced through 

priming. They occur without 

conscious guidance or intention. 

“Shortcuts” based on how we 

have been primed. 

The Making of Implicit Bias

Assumptions 



Priming Associations 

The Making of Implicit Bias

Racism

Sexism

Heterosexism

Classism

Ablism

Ageism 

Historical experience 

Family experiences

Personal experiences

Media

Education

Blacks as less intelligent, aggressive, 

sassy and more likely to commit crime.

Immigrants from Central America 

and Mexico are dangerous

Women as less competent, overly emotional, 

and their bodies as objects to be judged.

Gay men as flamboyant and 

effeminate. 



Priming Associations 

Arrested for the same crime.

Brain cells that fire together, wire together!  

The Making of Implicit Bias



Priming Associations 

The Making of Implicit Bias

Racism

Sexism

Heterosexism

Classism

Ablism

Ageism 

Historical experience 

Family experiences

Personal experiences

Media

Education
Black as less intelligent, aggressive and not 

hard workers

Women as less capable, scientific/technical, 

overly emotional therefore less able to lead

White are smarter, more capable, and hard 

workers

Men are more capable, scientific/technical 

and able to produce and lead

What does it mean to be a 

doctor? 



Priming Associations 

Assumptions 

Brain cells that fire together, wire together!  

The Making of Implicit Bias

Do they have what it takes?

How they will be able to handle 

our complex patients?

How team oriented they will be?

Likelihood causing a problem?

How successful they will be?

Assumptions 





Ingroups and Outgroups



• Pattern recognition is important

• Cultivating intuition and expertise

Bias in Physicians 



Measuring Bias: 
The Implicit Association Test (IAT)



Race Implicit Association Test (IAT)
Doctors, Researchers and Lawyers 
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Sabin J, et al. Physicians' implicit and explicit attitudes about race by MD race, 

ethnicity, and gender. J Health Care Poor Underserved. 2009;20(3):896–913. 
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Residency Selection:  Areas of Bias 

The Package 

ERAS Application

PD & Dean’s Letter

LOR

Personal Statement

Transcripts

USMLE Scores

Interview

Biases, which encompass both 

favorable and unfavorable 

assessments, are activated 

involuntarily and without individual’s 

awareness or intentional control.



Competency vs Personal Attributes

Male medical students are 
‘scientific, 'women’ are ‘lovely’

Implicit Bias in Evaluations





Implicit Bias in Evaluations

Letter shorter

More references to personal life

More “doubt raisers”

More grindstone words

Competency vs Personal Attributes

Male medical students are 
‘scientific, 'women’ are ‘lovely’ and 

minorities ‘nice’;

Women more likely to be Gold 
Humanism

Blacks less likely to be inducted 
into AOA

Black were 6x less likely and Asians 
2x less likely to be inducted to AOA 

c/w whites

Implicit Bias in Evaluations



Implicit Bias in Hiring 

“White” names received 50% more calls for 

interviews than“African-American” names.

For “White” names, a higher quality resume 

elicited 30% more calls.

For “African-American” names, the increase was 

only 9% for a higher quality resume.

Compared with non-mothers: 

43% less likely to be hired

Rated less competent and promotable

2.1x lower call back rate 

Male students were deemed: 

More competent

More hirable

More mentoring potential

More money

More likely to hire Brian over Karen

More likely to offer tenure to Brian

4x more likely to include cautionary  
comments on Karen’s CV 



Implicit Bias in Hiring 



Residency Selection:  Areas of Bias 

The Package 

ERAS Application

PD & Dean’s Letter

LOR

Personal Statement

Transcripts

USMLE Scores

Interview

USMLE Scores
• Was intended as a 

pass/fail test  for 
licensure, and not for 
predicting strong 
clinical performance 

• 99% of residents with 
Step I > 211 passed 
ABIM exam

• Strongly predicted by 
parent’s income 



Peek ME, Lopez FY, Williams HS, et al. Development of a Conceptual Framework for Understanding Shared Decision making Among African-American 
LGBT Patients and their Clinicians. J Gen Intern Med. 2016;31(6):677-687. doi:10.1007/s11606-016-3616-3

The Interview: 
Factors that can trigger bias 



Heard in our Heads

Race

Sex

Sexual Orientation

Class

Ability

Age 

Name

Accent

Location

Introversion

Extroversion

Weight

Unique mannerisms



His letter 

writers loved 

him, he must 

be great…

He kind of reminds 

me of myself…..

I’ve never heard of 

his med school….

He really is using his 

hands a lot…and 

why is his voice like 

that

Heard in our Heads

1. Affinity bias

2. Anchoring bias

3. Confirmation bias

4. Non-verbal bias

5. Tech Bias

He’s really having a 

hard time getting it 

together…..



Cognitive Mitigation – “So What…”

Cognitive Error Example Mitigation 

First impressions “I got a kick out of his stint as a circus 

performer after college. He’d be a fun 

colleague.”

“Let’s look at the totality of his application 

materials before making a conclusion.”

Elitism “I think Lee’s PhD from Elite University 

will give us the prestige boost we 

need.” 

“Why don’t we consider the quality of his research 

rather than where it was conducted?

Longing to clone “Have we ever hired anyone who went 

to Southeastern State University?”

“Having faculty members who studied at a range 

of institutions will bring new ideas to the 

department.”

Good fit/bad fit “Her academic interests are a bit too 

unique. How will we find a mentor for 

her?”

“We are not limited to identifying mentors from 

within the department. Connecting her with other 

parts of campus may even lead to more 

interdisciplinary collaboration.”

Provincialism “I’ve never heard of any of his 

references.”

“There is a lot of important work happening across 

the country. Particularly in new fields of inquiry, 

the scholarly consensus is still emerging.”

Mind reading “She’ll be unhappy so far from her 

family.”

“We don’t know where she prefers to be, but we 

do know that she applied and expressed interest 

in the position.”

Seizing a pretext “His recommender describes him as 

soft-spoken. I worry that he won’t be 

able to push to get things done.”

“That comment may have implications for his 

ability to get things done but we can’t know that 

for sure”

Adapted from : Cahn PS. Recognizing and reckoning with unconscious bias: a workshop for health 

professions faculty search committees. MedEdPORTAL. 2017;13:10544. 



Examples of research-proven strategies to 
neutralize or mitigate implicit biases. 

Common Identity 

Formation: 

During the 

interview inquire 

about possible 

common group 

identities between 

you and the 

applicant

Perspective 

Taking: 

Taking a few 

moments to 

visualize applicant 

life and what they 

have gone through 

leading up to this 

encounter. 

Consider the 

Opposite: 

After initial 

assessment, take a 

mental pause and 

actively look for 

evidence for the 

opposite conclusion. 

Counter-

Stereotypical 

Exemplars: 

Focus on 

individuals you 

admire and respect 

who are in the 

same demographic 

as the applicant

Be Mindful. Be Self-Awareness. Be Honest.

Take a moment for a bias check

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24661055
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Questions




